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Many people are in the Apple store at Downtown Summerlin. IOS9 realeased with new improvments, but also with
some bugs that need to be fixed although, most users with the new update have had very minor issues.

Apple releases IOS9 with some
major new improvements
Louis De Salvio, Staff Writer

On September 16, Apple released their new IOS9 software
update which adds more features to Siri, changes the notes
app, and differentiates the way
the whole Apple community
clear out apps. Students have
said they have a very general
opinion about it, they are generally very happy with the way it
is turning out.
This update could have major effects on the ways Faith Lutheran uses iPads. Most teachers preferred way to take online
notes is through notability, but
with the new notes app (which
works almost identically to the
notability app) could the preference change? Also when typing on the pages app on iPad,
and people can’t type a certain
word, users can use the voice
feature which has become
much better.
Siri works much better than
all the previous iteration, understanding iPad users’ voices
much clearer and helping in
many more ways. One major
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Apple, has released IOS9.1 to
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